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Vectors: 

Three types of geometry 
 -Points 
 -Lines 
 -Areas 

Data tables 



Vector Data Model 

•  Geometric objects 
– Three basic types: 
– Points, lines and polygons 
– Other, more complicated, types can represent 

topography or movement 
– Basic unit is the point and coordinates 



Raster and Vector 



Raster resolution comparison 

1:100,000	

1:50,000	

1:10,000	



1:25,000,000	

1:5,000,000	

1:750,000	

Vector Resolution Comparison 



Vector model 

Vertices 

Points 

Nodes 

Features are 
stored as a 
series of x-y 
coordinates in 
a coordinate 
system. 

X	

Y	

Lines	

Polygons	

Points	



Points:	Loca2ons	of	Libraries		



Polylines:	Highways	



Each feature is made up of discrete 
points 



Polygons:	Soil	types	



Each feature is made up of discrete 
points 



Schematization 

•  Very little in the real world is precise 
– The different types of vector data are choices we make 

to represent geographic features 
•  Something is always lost 
•  Boundaries are rarely clear, trees are not individual points, 

rivers have width 
•  Using a vector model makes analysis and 

visualization much easier 
•  But, we must always be aware of this 

schematization 



Different displays at different scales 

•  GIS	data	oBen	need	to	be	displayed	differently	at	different	
scales	

•  This	is	much	easier	to	do	for	vector	data	than	for	raster	data	
•  Rendering	points	and	polygons	is	no	different	at	scale	

1:500,000	 1:50,000	 1:15,000	



Vector vs. Raster 

Vector Advantages 
– Economical in space 
– Good for discrete 

features 
– More flexible with 

regard to scale 
– Can store many 

different attributes with 
each feature 

Vector Disadvantages 
– More schematized 

version of reality 
– Poorly suited for 

continuous phenomena 



ATTRIBUTE DATA 
The vector data model 



Attribute data 



Records	

Fields	

Feature Attributes 



Spreadsheets vs. databases 

•  Spreadsheets 
– Can have more than one type of in each column 
– Best used for generating graphs and summaries 

•  Databases 
– Limited to one type of data in each field 
– Multiple tables in a database can be related on a 

common field and changes in one will be reflected in the 
others 



GIS Attribute Tables: 

•  Fundamental to the strength of GIS 
– More accurately viewed as part of a larger database 
– Database structure is critical to the success of analyses 

•  Tables can be  
– Tied to features by spatial location 
– Tied to other tables by a common field 



STORING VECTOR DATA 
The vector data model 



The Shapefile 

Each shapefile is made up of several different files 
•  For example, a shapefile called “example” in windows 

explorer would have at least three different files 
–  example.shp: shape format 

•  the actual points for each feature 
–  example.shx: shape index format 

•  positional index of the feature geometry to allow seeking forwards 
and backwards quickly 

–  example.dbf: attribute table 
•  Columns with the attributes for each shape, in dBase format 

–  And possibly up to 4 more 



INTERACTING WITH VECTOR 
DATA 

The vector data model 



Selections in ArcGIS 

•  In ArcGIS we have two main ways to query vector 
data 
– Select by Attributes 

•  Within the attribute table 
–  Using values of particular attributes 

»  e.g height > 10, name = “Steve”, percent_male = percent_female 

– Select by Location 
•  Between different layers using geographic interactions 

–  Using the principles of topology 
»  e.g. roads with 10 miles of a school, cities with the US, lakes 

touching Indiana 



Select by Attribute: Example 

A shapefile representing the states of the US and its 
attribute table 



Select by Attribute: Example 

Selecting all of the states named ‘Arkansas’ 



Select by Attribute: Example 

Selecting all of the with a population above 5 million 



Select by Location: Example 

Shapefiles representing US cities, lakes, and rivers 



Select cities within 10 km of a lake using “Select by Location” 

Select by Location: Example 



1). Intersect: Polyline or Polygon features intersect on their edges. 

Select by Location: Example 



1). Intersect: Polyline or Polygon features intersect on their edges. 

Select by Location: Other Types 

Rivers that intersect South Carolina 



2). Within Distance: Any features within given distance from edges 

Select by Location: Other Types 



2). Within Distance: Any features within given distance from POINT 

Select by Location: Other Types 

Lakes within 300 
miles of Chicago 



2). Within Distance: Any features within given distance from POLYLINE 

Select by Location: Other Types 

Cities within 10 miles 
of any river 



2). Within Distance: Any features within given distance from POLYGON  

Select by Location: Other Types 

Cities within 10 
miles of any lake 



3). Completely Within: Any features completely inside polygon 

Select by Location: Other Types 

Rivers that intersect South Carolina 



3). Completely Within: Any features completely inside polygon 

Select by Location: Other Types 

Lakes within Utah 



5). Have Center Within: Features with a centroid inside polygon 

Select by Location: Other Types 

Clarks Hill Lake 

Lakes with their center in South 
Carolina or Georgia 



5). Have Center Within: Features with a centroid inside polygon 

Select by Location: Other Types 

Lakes with their center in South 
Carolina 



5). Have Center Within: Features with a centroid inside polygon 

Select by Location: Other Types 

Lakes with their center in  Georgia 


